Physical model for the width distribution of axons.
The distribution of widths of axons was recently investigated, and was found to have a distinct peak at an optimized value. The optimized axon width at the peak may arise from the conflicting demands of minimizing energy consumption and assuring signal transmission reliability. The distribution around this optimized value is found to have a distinct non-Gaussian shape, with an exponential "tail". We propose here a mechanical model whereby this distribution arises from the interplay between the elastic energy of the membrane surrounding the axon core, the osmotic pressure induced by the neurofilaments inside the axon bulk, and active processes that remodel the microtubules and neurofilaments inside the axon. The axon's radius of curvature can be determined by the cell's control of the osmotic pressure difference across the membrane, the membrane tension or by changing the composition of the different components of the membrane. We find that the osmotic pressure, determined by the neurofilaments, seems to be the dominant control parameter.